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Before Jorge Contreras broke through a life of adversity to become the Jorge Contreras of

Airbnb and Bachata dance fame, he was a drug dealer. He also smuggled humans over the

border. He finished high school with four F’s and one D, dropped out of college, and then made

his first million dollars (legally) before he turned 30.Breaking Through: My Journey from

Impossible to I’m Possible is Jorge’s remarkable story. It’s a narrative of self-actualization and

non-traditional learning that’s unlikely and encouraging, particularly because it comes from a

first-generation Mexican-American born into circumstances that doom most to failure.In this

epic journey, you’ll be inspired and surprised by Jorge’s commitment to break through what he

calls the Four Ancestral Karmas. The Karmas represent myths we are each born with and

must question if we are to truly succeed and build a life of our own design. It is his belief that

you, too, will benefit from breaking through your own Ancestral Karmas.Jorge’s vision is to live

in a world that is emotionally intelligent and financially literate. He is well on his way to creating

that future and invites you to join him on the journey.

From BooklistAuthors tend to lose themselves in their subject. After dedicating so much mental

time and space, who can blame them for getting too close to the thing they write about? In the

tradition of Geoff Dyer, Stothard immerses himself in his love of Cleopatra and the Middle East.

After being stranded in Egypt during the Arab Spring, Stothard becomes enmeshed in a

country oozing with history. It is the fountainhead of Western civilization, after all. But what

does this mean during a time of revolution, when the old is cast aside in search of a brighter

future? These are the questions this book tries to address. What remains and endures over

time? Apparently those things that can be made into a Cecil B. DeMille or Joseph F.

Mankiewicz feature. Regardless, the author is drunk with his surroundings. His personal lust for

Cleopatra is obvious while his historical research bubbles over into the present. While

Alexander the Great or Ptolemy X (or is that IX, in Stothard’s ambling narrative) may dominate,

the focus remains constant on a land in transition. --James Orbesen --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“A thoroughly enjoyable combination of history,

autobiography, travel and general musings about Alexandria . . . Don’t try to categorize this

book; just read it and let it flow over you.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorPeter Stothard is the editor of the Times

Literary Supplement and author of Alexandria and The Spartacus Road. From 1992 to 2002 he

was the Editor of The Times. In 2012 he was chairman of the judges for the Man Booker Prize.

--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Copyright 2021 By Jorge ContrerasAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced

in any form or by any means without the prior written consent of the authors, excepting brief

quotes used in reviews.“Jorge is a superstar leader who is transforming what success looks

like. In his book, My Journey from Impossible to I'm Possible, he takes the reader on a journey

of self-empowerment. Don't miss this epic opportunity to learn from this brilliant and humble

human being.”– Michael Strasner, Transformational Trainer, Coach, and Best-Selling Author“As

you’ll learn about him in this book, Jorge is an action-taker. He's not going to learn to swim by

thinking about diving in the pool or studying how to swim. He's just going to dive into the pool

and swim. Jorge has mastered himself to such a degree that his actions and words move

people and cause them to take action and make decisions that help themselves. He has an

interesting way of shifting people’s perspectives. I think that comes from his ability to connect

with people on a very deep level. He gets right past the petty conversations to get to the

conversations that actually change people’s lives. That’s why he’s so massively successful.”–

Joel Estrada, friend“Jorge has lived and understands the background of scarcity that many of

us in the Latino community come from. You’ll read all about it in My Journey from Impossible to

I’m Possible. Unlike most people at his level in life, he knows first-hand what the term ‘the

struggle is real’ truly means to people. He’s struggled more than most, and he hasn’t let it stop

him. Jorge has taught me that the world I come from doesn’t have to be the world I live in, that I

can build a life by my own design. He is the living example that 100% is possible, 100% of the

time.”– Lupita Guerrero, client, friend, and R.E.A.L. System CoachThe Dalai Lama - when

asked what surprised him most about humanity - answered, “Man! Because he sacrifices his

health in order to make money. Then he sacrifices money to recuperate his health. And then he

is so anxious about the future that he does not enjoy the present; the result being that he does

not live in the present or the future; he lives as if he is never going to die and then dies having

never really lived.”DedicationI dedicate this book to my Dad, Jose Luis Contreras.Thank you for

the life lessons you have given me and for being a great role model. Because of you, I'm

impacting and transforming lives while living my greatest life. I love you,

Dad.ForewordSomething or someone inspired you to pick up this book written by my husband,

Jorge Contreras. Maybe a friend encouraged you to read it, or perhaps you know of Jorge as a

world-renowned international master Bachata instructor and performer. Maybe you learned of

him through our partnership, Jorphany, which we created to support others in relationship and

nutritional healing. Or you've heard about Jorge's coaching and training business called the

R.E.A.L. System, which is wildly successful. It’s designed to make entrepreneurship and

financial freedom the norm for Latino and other communities.Whatever motivated you to

venture into Breaking Through: My Journey from Impossible to I'm Possible, welcome! It is my

pleasure and honor to introduce you to Jorge. I am not surprised you're here because, you see,

my husband Jorge Contreras? This guy is the definition of inspiration.And, as you'll see when

you read this book, Jorge's gift is his vision. He always sees the vision before it happens, and

he lets nothing—nothing!—stand in his way, including me.I was in college when we met and he

was a dance instructor. Jorge was well known in the Los Angeles dance scene, but typically

dance instructors aren't noted for their abundance and vision—and I was NOT impressed. I

was focused on graduating and knew he wanted to take me out but I was like, “Ugh, I don't

want to date people with potential. I want to date people who have it together.”I remember so

clearly a day when we were dancing with each other at an event. Everyone knew he had a

crush on me and thought we were together. He kept asking me out, “Let's go to the beach,”



he’d say, or “Let's go to the movies.” I kept telling him no. But he straight up told me, “Say no

NOW, but one day you're going to be mine.” I was like, “Shut up, get outta here!” Jorge just

shrugged his shoulders so confidently and I remember thinking, “The nerve of this guy!”And,

uh, yeah, here we are. Together since 2012, married since 2017, and now parents of our

daughter, Cataleya, who was born in 2019.Today at thirty-three, Jorge has already retired me

from my job. We are well on our way to our future dream of growing a family, eventually

traveling as a lifestyle, taking our kids with us, immersing them in different cultures, and being

the best spouses and parents we can be.How is that possible? As I said, Jorge is the definition

of inspiration.I think what people don't see or really don't know about him is that Jorge literally

had every reason in the world to fail, to be resentful, to have a mess of a life, to NEVER have it

together. He'll tell you more about that as you read, but I want to take this opportunity to tell you

what's most amazing to me about Jorge.You know, despite all his life challenges and obstacles

—dealing drugs, smuggling people across the border, having no male role model after his dad

passed away (and even when his dad was alive, there was all kind of trauma), being

abandoned by his mom at twelve, and essentially living on his own ever since—Jorge turned

out to be the most loving, joyful, giving human being ever. EVER. He literally forgives everyone,

and he forgives them fully. He takes care of his mom in her older age, he completely gives his

all to Catalaya and me, and he is an amazing husband and father. He's selfless.With his

business, Jorge is a pillar of inspiration and knowledge, and he is redefining success for a

generation of people, me included. Through his trainings, he evokes and awakens

transformation in the lives of people who have no idea that the life of their dreams is even

possible for them.Jorge comes from a background of struggle, poverty, lawlessness and what

he calls the “Four Ancestral Karmas” that define most of us. Through his life and his work,

Jorge is showing and embodying for others that we do not have to be what our people have

always been. He gives his clients permission to let go of limiting beliefs they didn't know they

had and that have been holding them back.Jorge’s life is a complete restructure of what we

have been taught to be the reality; it's a complete shift that shows others that there is no truth

to the unattainable dream or the idea that only the educated and those working 16-hour days

can succeed.His passion for people to know more, to understand what’s possible—especially

the Latino community—is literally what drives him. And I think he is so successful because he

continually manages to create something that didn't exist before. If you look the guy up on

YouTube, you'll see countless hours of Jorge teaching. He does that because no one teaches

us. So now, instead of standing in the story of their limiting beliefs, he provides a platform for

his clients to learn and live a new story.No matter who we meet or where we meet them, Jorge

is always asking, “How do we help these people get to the next level? How do we get them on

the next playing field?” That's literally what his vision has become. When people come to him

ready to do the work, it's a match made in heaven.Like us.I know you'll enjoy Jorge's story. He'll

have you wanting to jump off a mountain and build your own plane on the way down.Lucia

Stephany ContrerasOctober 2020PrefaceWhat's up, guys? I'm Jorge Contreras.What about my

wife, Stephany, writing the foreword to this book? She's my other whole (not my other half).

She and our daughter, Catalaya, are my WHY for everything—my WHY for this book, for my

businesses, my reasons for standing as the source and example for thousands of clients as I

teach them to build the lives of their dreams.I wasn't always a teacher, but I've always been a

learner and observer. This book exists because I'm incredibly successful at a young age,

because I've created a seven-figure business that's given Stephany and me the luxury of being

stay-at-home parents while the business works for us. This book also exists because if I had

listened to and obeyed all the rules and stuck to the limiting beliefs I was born into, my success



would never have happened.This book mostly exists because, when I tell the story of how it all

began and how I got here, people are surprised and want to know more. I think the reason they

want to hear my story is because they understand the odds I was up against, and they ask,

“Oh, my God, Jorge! How? How did you become so successful? How did you do it? How did

you achieve all of this?”I did it by learning the rules. By observing the beliefs and unspoken

societal “truths” we're expected to live by. I did it by living within those models, by trying to fit

myself into those boxes, by behaving in the ways society told me to behave.Because my dad

sold drugs, I sold drugs. Because my family smuggled humans across the border, so did I.

Because my friends smoked weed, I smoked weed. Because my siblings drank alcohol, I drank

alcohol.You get the idea? Of course you do. You, too, were born into your own set of societal

dogmas, obstacles, and challenges and were likely taught to stay in your own lane, to believe

what you're told to believe, to take the established road. The world resists change. And it

certainly doesn't encourage us to pave our own roads, challenge standard views, or climb and

conquer obstacles.So I learned the rules. And I lived by them. For a while. And then I broke all

the rules. Because you know what? That shit didn't work for me!When life began to show me

mentors who did things differently, spoke ideas into my being, and sparked possibility in my

heart, I paid attention. And eventually, I stopped trying to fit myself into the box I was born

into.And then I broke the rules. Made the unconscious, conscious. I shifted my own karma. All

the while still learning, still observing, and changing my life forever, as well as the lives of my

family and my community.That's what this book is about; that's why this book exists. To show

you and others that if I can do it, you can do it, too.Jorge ContrerasOctober

2020ContentsForewordPrefaceIntroductionAncestral Karma One (AK1) | You Are A Victim of

Your CircumstanceAncestral Karma Two (AK2) | Hard Work Equals SuccessAncestral Karma

Three (AK3) | You Need School to Be SuccessfulAncestral Karma Four (AK4) | Money Doesn’t

Grow on TreesFinal ThoughtsSuggested ReadingAbout the AuthorIntroductionWhen my wife

Stephany introduced me to you in the foreword, she mentioned something about me inspiring

you to jump off a mountain and build a plane on the way down.What does that mean? It's my

metaphor for what I do, how I live my life, the way I create. When I have a vision or idea, I

choose it. Then I jump off the mountain and build my plane on the way down! It means I don't

wait to know everything I need to know to begin to create something that hasn't existed before.

It means I don't analyze and study every single part required to build my plane. And guess

what? I don't even know how to build an airplane! That's the point.Metaphorically jumping off

mountains and building the plane on the way down is how I became a millionaire before the

age of thirty and landed on my vision to change the world. To get started, here's a brief history

of how it happened and, of course, I'll go into more detail in the rest of the book.Jumping Off

the MountainI jumped off my first mountain at twenty years young when I quit my last job at

Bank of America and dropped out of community college. I left a good paying job (well, for

someone of that age) for virtually little to no income to follow my passion to become a Bachata

dance instructor and entrepreneur. Bachata is a style of social dance from the Dominican

Republic that is now danced worldwide.I introduced and popularized Bachata dancing in the

Los Angeles dance community, even though literally everybody told me I was crazy and it

would never catch on. By 2013, I was recognized as the 8th Top Bachata Instructor & Dancer

in the World. I co-founded the first Bachata Dance Company in Los Angeles with my partner

Leslie Ferreira, the first Bachata Festival in Los Angeles, started the first Bachata Night Club in

the U.S., and traveled to more than twenty-five countries performing, coaching other coaches,

and teaching other teachers the magic of Bachata.Everybody knew me as “Jorge Bachata.” I

became known worldwide as a Bachata pioneer, with ten million-plus views on YouTube. At a



very young age, I'd created a very successful empire.Within a few years, my relationship with

Stephany was getting more serious. We were talking about staying together, maybe having

kids. But I was still traveling and living in airports and hotels, and I didn't want to be “that” dad

to my kids—to provide for them but not be there for them. So I was like, man, I really gotta do

something different.In November of 2017, I completely left everything related to dance. I had

even begun to sort of resent my dance career because I felt trapped. I felt trapped because I

couldn't answer the question, “Well, if I'm not this dance, this Jorge Bachata, then who am I?”I

went through a phase where I needed to recreate myself and reinvent myself. I committed to

expanding my knowledge, which I did through transformational training, real estate courses,

hiring coaches. Just learning and learning and learning, and unlearning much of what the world

had taught me.Then I began to brand myself as what I wanted to be known for: personal

development, real estate, entrepreneurship, financial freedom, emotional intelligence, and

transformation.In 2018, I jumped off the mountain again and built another airplane on the way

down. I launched the R.E.A.L. System by completely reinventing myself and being unafraid to

start all over. Except it's not really starting all over because now I'm able to bring all of the

experience, wisdom, and character that I've built with me, and it carries over to whatever I

touch.Landing on My VisionToday I coach people on financial literacy and emotional

intelligence using real estate as a vehicle. I'm really focused on coaching and developing

leaders and teaching them how to deliver better outcomes.My vision is to create a world that's

emotionally intelligent and financially literate, a world that offers a new way of life for my kids

and yours. Ultimately, what I teach to all of my students and clients is how to become business

owners, entrepreneurs, and job creators rather than being job seekers.My vision is that ten

years from now, when my one-year-old daughter Cataleya turns ten years old, things are going

to be so different. She's going to be like, “Really, Dad? Latinos and other people used to look

for jobs rather than start their own businesses? That's crazy! It doesn't even make sense. Why

would somebody do that?”It's my vision that, as we raise our children, they learn to become

entrepreneurs, not wage-earners. My daughter will learn the power of entrepreneurship and

create opportunities for others, live life by design, take control of her finances, and be

responsible for her own emotional intelligence.How does that happen, you ask? How does my

vision become reality? It's already happening. You've probably heard the saying, “Give a man a

fish, and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish, and you feed him for a lifetime.” What I'm

doing is teaching men and women how to teach other men and women how to fish, so we can

feed the whole world a new way of living, earning, and learning through emotional intelligence

and financial literacy.As Stephany said, vision is my gift. I'm also really good at numbers

(millionaire by age thirty, remember?) and what I know is this: If I coach a thousand people and

they all coach a thousand people, that equals millions of people jumping off mountains and

building their own planes, spreading the message of emotional intelligence and financial

literacy.Emotional Intelligence and Financial LiteracyWhy is this message so critical for me that

I've made it my vision? When people don't understand financial literacy, how money works,

how credit works, and how investing works, they think that the only way to make more money is

to work harder and get more in debt. They become victims to struggling financially.We often

stay in that financial struggle because we don't understand what's holding us back. This is

where, for me, emotional intelligence is vital to any vision. Emotional intelligence is the ability,

capacity, or skill to perceive, assess, and manage the emotions of oneself, of others, and of

groups.My definition is different and simple: Emotional intelligence is having an open

heart.Until about 2016, when I focused on transformational emotional intelligence training, my

heart was closed. My early life experiences taught me that if I kept my heart closed, no one



could hurt me. I was so guarded, I just wasn't able to really feel. I didn't allow myself emotion. I

was reactive. I wasn't making as much money as I could because I was living out of fear and

scarcity. Even though I'd been financially successful as Jorge Bachata, I had all of these

emotional blockages that kept me from attracting meaningful relationships and true financial

abundance.Now, with an open, committed heart that is truly vulnerable, I am experiencing life

to the fullest. I am receiving loads of financial abundance because I am not pushing it away. I

am not resisting. I am open, going with the flow, and attracting all the abundance I seek. By

having an open heart and allowing the abundance to flow through me, I can now give from a

full cup and overflow that love and abundance to other people.In expanding my experience out

to others, I believe that if people learn how to become aware of their inner struggles, battles,

and traumas, they can work through them and empower themselves. Emotionally intelligent

people take responsibility and utilize financial literacy as a tool to become business owners and

independent income creators.Wrapping back to my vision, when we add a million more people

to the planet who live life by design from a blank canvas, it will dramatically transform the world.

For my Cataleya and your kids, too.Sounds feasible and possible right? Haha, it does to me!

You might be asking, “So Jorge, if it is feasible and possible, why aren't we already doing it?

Why aren't we ALL already financially abundant and emotionally healthy and open?”That's a

great question. For me, the answer is buried in science, limiting beliefs, and what I like to call

The Four Ancestral Karmas.Ancestral KarmaYou may recall that I said I wrote this book

because people are curious about how I created success. In case you don't remember, here it

is again, and I underlined the point I want to make:“…This book exists because when I tell the

story of how it all began, and how I got here, people are surprised, and they want to know

more. I think the reason they want to hear my story is because they understand the odds I was

up against, and they ask, “Oh, my God, Jorge! How? How did you become so successful? How

did you do it? How did you achieve all of this?”You know what? I’m no different than you.

Weighed against what I call the Four Ancestral Karmas, we're all up against the same

odds.Ancestral Karma is a thing. That mountain I jump off of when I create a vision? Our

ancestors built that mountain and we keep adding to it.In Hinduism and Buddhism, karma is

defined as the sum of a person's actions in this and previous states of existence, viewed as

deciding their fate in future existences. Our ancestors shoveled generation after generation of

their trauma, limiting beliefs, patterns, preferences, actions, events, and behaviors into a great

big mountain—all of which we've been born into.Ancestral Karma, says author, teacher,

licensed psychotherapist and shamanic practitioner Dr. Steven Farmer, “means those physical,

emotional, behavioral, and mental traits and characteristics, life positive and life negative,

which you have inherited from your forebears and carry in your DNA and your soul.”So this is

not just some “woo-woo” theory of mine. I've lived it. I see Ancestral Karma alive and well in my

students and clients. We are collectively defined by the beliefs and rules our ancestors have

left us.Through the study of epigenetics (above genetics), science is learning that we also may

inherit our parents' traumas and their parents' traumas. And of course, we learn about

abundance or scarcity through our parents' beliefs and ways of living, as they learned them

from their parents.Suppose I am going to achieve my vision of creating a world that is

emotionally intelligent, financially literate, and abundant. In that case, I must choose to interrupt

my own ancestral karma and teach others to do the same with theirs. Just because we carry

familial imprints, established patterns, and wounds does not mean we are sentenced to dealing

with them for the rest of our lives.I've identified four areas of Ancestral Karma in my life that I

believe affect all of us on our journeys from Impossible to I’m Possible. They affected my life

and continue to inform my vision. I was born into each of them, tried to live within them, and



eventually broke from them and now stand for something else. As I said earlier, that shit didn't

work for me.In the next chapters of this book, I'll tell you all about how I shifted my life (and

many others’ lives) by recognizing, rejecting, and tearing down the mountains built in my life by

these Four Ancestral Karmas: 1) You Are a Victim of Your Circumstance; 2) Hard Work Equals

Success; 3) You Need School to be Successful; and 4) Money Doesn't Grow on Trees (spoiler

alert…it does).Ancestral Karma One (AK1) You Are A Victim of Your CircumstanceYou Are A

Victim of Your CircumstanceJanuary 22, 2017 is a date I will always remember because it’s the

day I gave my mom—Bertha Bello—her house, her very own home, in a neighborhood of her

choosing. I was twenty-nine and, at the moment I gave her the keys, I broke Ancestral Karma

One (AK1) for my mom, myself, and my siblings.Basically, AK1—You Are a Victim of Your

Circumstance—is the unspoken law or limiting belief passed down to us from generation to

generation that whatever hand you’re dealt is what you get. The idea is that you can’t change

the cards.My mom, my dad, me, and everyone in my family were born in scarcity, with the

certainty, the karma (the sum of a person's actions in this and previous states of existence,

viewed as deciding their fate in future existences), that there will never be enough.Both of my

parents came from Mexico. They didn’t have an education, they were poor, and they believed

that the only way to get ahead is to work hard. They believed that hard work equals success

and, in particular, hard work using your hands. In my world, men make money using their

hands in jobs like construction and landscaping. Callused hands are proof of success. Physical

labor and trading your hours for dollars is how people born into AK1 create money.And this

belief creates an energy of scarcity. To this day, if I go to my mom’s house, all the lights will be

off. Or I’ll talk to her on the phone, and she’ll remind me, “Mijo, hey, don’t run the AC for too

long because the bill’s going to be too high.”That energy, which to me is the karmic energy that

keeps people feeling powerless, is insidious and tenacious. Yet, clearly, it’s possible to change

it. I have.Except I’m laughing right now as I write this and realize the lights are off in my house,

too. Wow, I wonder what life might have been like for my family and me if I had not done the

work of becoming aware of and working through my trauma and limiting beliefs. I might still be

a victim of my circumstances and living in the dark.Born into Victim MindsetYou’ve probably

heard the terms “victim mindset” or “victim mentality.” A person with a victim mindset thinks that

life happens TO them, rather than FOR them—that’s my definition. You might think of a victim

of circumstance as an individual who suffers ill consequences in their life because of factors

that are out of their control.People living in a victim mindset usually lack accountability, make

excuses, take no responsibility for their actions, see themselves as powerless, and blame

others for whatever is happening in their lives. People with a victim mindset believe that their

circumstances actually dictate their reality.How do I know? I was born into the Ancestral Karma

of victim. I didn’t know it then, of course. Because a fish doesn’t know it’s in water.Oh, My God,

JorgeThere’s a saying (and I use it all the time) that “the fish doesn’t know it’s in water.” It’s

attributed to a couple of different people (writer Derek Sivers and author David Foster Wallace),

but I think the saying actually stems from a joke where one fish asks another fish, “How's the

water?” and the other fish replies, “What the hell is water?” The point is that what surrounds

you seems normal because it’s all you know. That phrase sums up the first twelve years of my

life and is at the heart of the stories that often make people say to me, “Oh, my God, Jorge!

How did you become so successful?”Well, when I was twelve, a substitute teacher knelt down

in front of me, looked me in the eye, and told me something that entirely shifted the course of

my life (I’ll share details later). For now, just know that I understood then, for the first time, that I

might have power over my circumstances, that I could change my environment. Until then, I

was a fish, and it is not until you take a fish out of water that he can compare the experience to



something else.At the time, I was swimming in some dangerous murky water. I just didn’t know

it.Cocaine and Rats and MoneyI was born September 1, 1987, the youngest of nine brothers

and sisters. My siblings are not all full blood to me. My dad, Jose Luis Contreras, came to the

United States from Mexico in the early 1970’s. I believe he was around twenty years old at the

time. My parents met in southern California, and both had kids with other people before they

got together.I am the only one of my siblings who graduated from high school and I barely

made it. I squeaked by with four F’s and one D because I had a bunch of extra credit. When

you’re the baby, you get the extra love, right? Maybe that’s why, haha!My earliest memories are

of this tiny apartment on Halladay Street in Santa Ana, California. Every once in a while now I’ll

laugh with my brothers about it like, “Bro, you gotta remember when we used to live in that

Halladay apartment.”We stayed on the second floor, and anytime family members would cross

into the U.S. from Mexico, they would come to us. We were the base for the family. I think we

lived there until I was around four years of age, and I remember constant break-ins from

random people who robbed us of money and jewelry.That Halladay Street apartment smelled

like cocaine and rats and money—I don’t know how I know that, but it’s in my head. I would

describe the smell as disgusting; it was a potent and concentrated odor. If the feeling of

uneasiness were a smell, that would be it. I also remember hearing rats walking and dragging

their bodies against the walls in the night.
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Once I began reading, I had to keep going! Mr. Jorge Contreras’s personal journey ,

anecdotes and vision for helping others is inspiring. After reviewing 4 Ancestral Karmas, he

offers “hacks” for overcoming each along with reflective questions to help the reader plan

actions to effect change.Highly recommended “Breaking Through”.”

Phi, “True inspiration through grit. Jorge shares an incredible journey of overcoming! Through

pure experience he delivers an incredible message about mindset. Great read; great man!”

Manuel Angeles, “Must Read!. Emotional Intelligence and Financial Literacy Needs to Be

Taught In School. This is a great book for everyone who wants to achieve success but have

self-limiting beliefs. Success is a decision away. Whatever the mind can conceive and bring

itself to believe, it can achieve!!!!!!!!”

Lofredo S., “One word. "Inspired". Great information. Well written and easy to understand.

Can't wait to get my opportunity going”

CharliGO McNeal, “Love this book ! Need the audiobook. Love this book ! Need the audiobook”

Kaled Serdio, “MUST READ!!! more than motivation. Its REAL SOLID ADVICE.. I rarely leave

reviews but today I had to.Don't let the rags to riches story fool you in to thinking it's not true.

This man is REAL to the core.Most people that go trough what he has never recover. He did

and came out on top. My childhood was privileged compared to his. And it is in that difference

that I find so much value from his story. He learned at a very early age to go for what he

wants and how to make it happen. Sometimes we look for self help books in search of

thought provoking ideas often overthinking and going deeper than it's needed. Jorge makes

success SIMPLE accessible to ANYONE.I think of him as a filter that removes all the

complexity, and ambiguous ideas that drown the self development world. From him you'll get

only SOLID, OBJECTIVE, REAL WORLD advice.What I love about him is that he has certain



quotes and mantras that he has learned from life and other mentors that he uses as guiding

principles for all his decisions. I whenever I found myself at a crossroads feeling confused and

disempowered and would then remember him quoting Theodore Roosevelt. "Do what you

can, with what you've got, where you are.” Suddenly things made sense and I was able to

move forward with confidence knowing that the confusion was part of the process. I BROKE

TROUGH!!If you want to  feel inspired and have powerful  breakthroughs  READ THIS BOOK!!!”

Cathaleen M., “Very informative with relatable examples. Love this book, it's very informative on

how we limit ourselves by our Ancestral Karmas (AK)s, he defines them and shows the reader

how to overcome them. A lot of what he wrote about, it hit for me. For instance, as a first

generation Mexican American, I too was brought up to believe that hard work equals success,

and trading in physical labor and hours is how you create money, which is not the case, if it

were, the McDonalds employee who works 12 hr days would be financially abundant or

thriving. He makes you feel on how u too can be on the other side of the ‘rat race’. You too can

be the one thriving emotionally and financially. Easy read book, you won't put the book down.

Just filled with relatable tips. would recommend it for anyone who wants to become better

versions of themselves.”

The book by Ferdinando Casagrande has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 34 people have provided

feedback.
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